
  Grandma Patty came over 

and taught  us all how to 

make pillowcases! Here’s 

some pix of all the fun! 

 

  Martessa is now 10 

years old and in the 

5th grade.  She is 

the oldest child of 

the Davis’ 3  

children. 

Watch for more    

tidbits about Tessa 

in  our next issue. 
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The Ideal School is a place 

where homeschoolers can 

come part-time or full–time 

to be taught by licensed 

teachers in a home 

environment 

Special points of interest: 

 Go to http://
theidealschool.wordpress. 
com for more pictures 

 Leyah and Kaylani are the 

newest members of our 

school 

 Martessa is now a member 

of the Riverside Pathfinder* 

Club 

 Leyah, Martessa, and  May-

son are  looking     forward 

to the upcoming pathfinder 

year 

 The Friday night bible study 

ended on the 17th 

I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward 

in Christ Jesus ~Philippians 3:14 

Bible Verse of the Week 

Editor Mayson 

Advisors Greg & Lisa 

* Pathfinders is a Christian 

club similar to Boy/Girl 

Scouts. It provides an oppor-

tunity for kids to get to-

gether, play games, have fun,  

and learn more about God. 

Tessa 
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The IDEAL School 

  The part of the Newsletter 

where we find out more about 

our students. The question, 

What is your favorite color? 

My favorite color is… 

Black - Preston 

Purple and Red - Tori 

Aquamarine  - Tessa 

Neon Green- Leyah 

Baby Blue - Kaylani 

Blue - Mayson 

Orange - Greg 

Every Color - Lisa 

Blue - Uma 

What an array of colors! Our  

school is quite diverse! 

  Fall has come to our school. 

The weather’s changing from 

green to brilliant colors of or-

ange, red, and yellow.  The big 

maple tree in front of our school 

is lovely. Here is a picture. 

  See who can find it first! 
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We open doors to a whole new world! 

  Mayson just started a new science book, 

and we all know what that means, (you do 

know don’t you?) EXPERIMENTS! We all love    

experiments so here’s some pix of the two 

we did! 

Experiments! 

In what room at The IDEAL 

School is this picture? 

Student News! 
#1—Density in Nature: We put oil, water, 

and syrup in a glass. Next, we put random 

small objects into the glass to see at what 

level they would float, if at all. The point of 

this experiment was to show us the existence 

of atoms.  

#2—Atomic Motion:  We  put boiling water in 

one jar and cold water in the other. Next, we 

put food coloring into each jar. The point of 

the experiment was to show us that atoms 

are in constant motion, especially when hot. 

Experiments! (cont.) 

http://the-ideal-school.org

